Abstract-A full-duplex (FD) multiple antenna access point (AP) communicating with single antenna half-duplex (HD) spatially random users to support simultaneous uplink (UL)/downlink (DL) transmissions is investigated. Since FD nodes are inherently constrained by the loopback interference (LI), we study precoding schemes for the AP based on maximum ratio combining (MRC)/maximal ratio transmission (MRT), zeroforcing and the optimal scheme for UL and DL sum rate maximization using tools from stochastic geometry. In order to shed insights into the systems performance, simple expressions for single antenna/perfect LI cancellation/negligible internode interference cases are also presented. We show that FD precoding at AP improves the UL/DL sum rate and hence a doubling of the performance of the HD mode is achievable. In particular, our results show that these impressive performance gains remain substantially intact even if the LI cancellation is imperfect. Furthermore, relative performance gap between FD and HD modes increases as the number of transmit/receive antennas becomes large, while with the MRC/MRT scheme, increasing the receive antenna number at FD AP, is more beneficial in terms of sum rate than increasing the transmit antenna number.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the proliferation of devices such as smart phones, tablets, and personal digital assistants (PDAs) and the exponential growth of the number of subscribers, the world has witnessed a dramatic increase in wireless traffic recently. The low-hanging fruit in terms of spectral efficiency gains of traditional point-to-point links has reached the theoretical limits. Only incremental gains of spectral efficiency appears feasible at this point. Thus, is it possible to significantly improve overall spectral efficiency of networks any further? Note that wireless nodes operate half-duplex in (HD) mode by separating the uplink and downlink channels into orthogonal signaling (time or frequency) slots. FD mode (i.e., both uplink and downlink on the same channel at the same time), if possible, has the potential to double the spectral efficiency instantly. The tremendous implications of FD wireless nodes will thus be not only to transform for cellular network designs radically and but also to double capacity, speed or number of subscribers of cellular networks [1] .
However, a key challenge in implementing a FD transceiver is the presence of loopback interference (LI) [2] - [6] . Since the LI is caused by the self-transmitted signal in the transceiver, up until recently FD radio was considered practically infeasible. This long-held pessimistic view has been challenged in the wake of recent advances in antenna design and introduction of analog/digital signal processing solutions. To this end, several single and multiple antenna FD implementations have been developed through new LI cancellation techniques [4] - [10] . Antenna separation/radio frequency (RF) shielding, analog/digital and hybrid analog-digital circuit domain approaches can achieve significant levels of LI cancellation in single antenna FD systems. Multiple antenna LI suppression/cancellation techniques are largely based on the use of directional antennas and spatial domain cancellation algorithms. The implementation of single antenna FD technology with LI cancellation was demonstrated in [5] . The authors in [4] and [6] characterized the spatial suppression of LI at FD relaying system. A multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) FD implementation (MIDU) was presented in [7] , while [8] reported design and implementation of an in-band WiFi-PHY based FD MIMO system. FD systems find useful in several new applications that exploit their ability to transmit and receive simultaneously. Some of these examples include one-way [11] - [13] and two-way FD relay transmission [14] , simultaneous sensing/operation in cognitive radio systems [15] and reception/jamming for enhanced physical layer security [16] . Another possible advantageous use of FD communications is the simultaneous uplink (UL)/downlink (DL) transmission in wireless systems such as WiFi and cellular networks [8] , [17] - [20] . However, such transmissions introduce LI and internode interference in the network as DL transmission will be affected by the LI and the UL user will interfere with the DL reception. Therefore, in the presence of LI and internode interference, it is not clear whether FD applied to UL/DL user settings can harness performance gains. To this end, several works in the literature have presented useful results considering topological randomness which is a main characteristic of wireless networks.
A new modeling approach that captures topological randomness in the network geometry and is capable of producing tractable analytical results is based on stochastic geometry. In [17] a FD cellular analytical model based on stochastic geometry was used to derive the sum capacity of the system. However, [17] assumed perfect LI cancellation and therefore, the effect of LI is not included in the results. The application of FD radios for a single small cell scenario was considered in [20] . Specifically in this work, the conditions where FD operation provides a throughput gain compared to HD and the corresponding throughput results using simulations were presented. In [21] , the combination of FD and massive MIMO was considered for simultaneous UL/DL cellular communication. The information theoretic study presented in [22] , has investigated the rate gain achievable in a FD UL/DL network with internode interference management techniques.
In [23] , joint precoder designs to optimize the spectral and energy efficiency of a FD multiuser MIMO system were presented. However [21] - [23] considered fixed user settings for performance analysis and as such the effect of interference due to distance, particularly relevant for wireless networks with spatial randomness, is ignored. Tools from stochastic geometry has been used to analyze the throughput of FD networks in [24] - [26] . Specifically, [24] studied the throughput of multitier heterogeneous networks with a mixture of access points (APs) operating either in FD or HD mode. The throughput gains of a wireless network of nodes with both FD and HD capabilities has been quantified in [25] , while [26] analyzed the mean network throughput gains due to FD transmissions in multi-cell wireless networks.
In this paper, we consider a wireless network scenario in which a FD AP is communicating with the single antenna spatially random user terminals to support simultaneous UL and DL transmissions. Specifically we consider a Poisson point process (PPP) for the DL users and assume that the scheduled UL user is located d distance apart. The AP employs multiple antennas and therefore, precoding can be applied for proper weighting of the transmitted and received signals and spatial LI mitigation/cancellation. We develop a performance analysis and characterize the network performance using UL and DL average sum rate as the metric. Further, we present insightful expressions to show the effect of network parameters such as the user spatial density, the LI and internode interference (through UL/DL user distance parameter) on the average sum rate.
Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• We consider both LI and internode interference and derive expressions for the UL and DL average sum rate when several precoding techniques are applied at the AP. Specifically, precoding schemes based on the maximum ratio combining (MRC)/ maximal ratio transmission (MRT), zero-forcing (ZF) for LI cancellation and the optimal precoding scheme for sum rate maximization are investigated. In order to highlight the system behavior and shed insights into the performance, simple expressions for certain special cases are also presented. Further, as an immediate byproduct, the derived cumulative density functions (cdfs) of the signal-to-interference noise ratios (SINRs) can be used to evaluate the system's UL and DL outage probability.
• Our findings reveal that for a fixed LI power, when the internode interference is increased, the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme achieves a better performance than the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme. On the other hand, by keeping the amount of internode interference constant, while decreasing the LI the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme performs better than the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme. Moreover, in the presence of LI, increasing the receive antenna number at the FD AP with the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme, is more beneficial in terms of the average sum rate than increasing the number of transmit antennas at the AP.
• We compare the sum rate performance of the system for FD and HD modes of operation at the AP to elucidate the SNR regions where FD outperforms HD. Our results reveal that, the choice of the linear processing play a critical role in determining the FD gains. Specifically, optimal design can achieve up to 47% average sum rate gain in comparison with HD scheme in all LI regimes. However, at high LI strength as well as high transmit power regime (i.e., > 30 dB), FD mode with MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme becomes inferior as compared to the HD mode. Moreover, our results indicate that different power levels at the AP and UL user have a significant adverse effect to decrease the average sum rate in the HD mode of operation than the FD counterpart 1 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model and Section III analyzes the UL and DL average sum rate of different precoding schemes applied at the AP. We compare the sum rate of the counterpart HD mode of operation as well as some special cases in Section IV. We present numerical results and discussions in Section V before concluding in Section VI.
Notation: We will follow the convention of denoting vectors by boldface lower case and matrices in capital boldface letters. The superscripts (·) † , · , trace(·) and (·) −1 , denote the conjugate transpose, Euclidean norm, the trace of a matrix, and the matrix inverse, respectively. E {x} stands for the expectation of random variable x and I M is the identity matrix of size M . A circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable x with mean µ and variance σ 2 is represented as II. SYSTEM MODEL Consider a single cell wireless system with an AP, where data from users in the UL channel, and data to the users in the DL channel are transmitted and received at the same time on the same frequency as shown in Fig. 1 . All users in the cell are located in a circular area with radius R c and the AP is located at the center. We assume that users are equipped with a single antenna, while the AP is equipped with n u receive and n d transmit antennas for FD operation. The single antenna assumption is made for several pragmatic reasons. First, most mobile handsets are single antenna devices. Second, since in the case of multiple antennas, the capacity is unknown or at least it will be a complicated optimization problem. Third, single antenna user equipment is also an exceedingly common assumption made in massive MIMO and other wireless literature. Also since we assume multiple-antenna AP, it can cancel LI and provide a good rate for the UL / DL user etc. In the sequel, we use subscript-u for the UL user, subscript-d for the DL user, and subscript-a for the AP. Similarly, we will use subscript-aa, subscript-ad, subscript-ud, and subscript-ua to denote the AP-to-AP, AP-to-DL user, UL user-to-DL user, and UL user-to-AP channels, respectively.
We model the locations of the DL users x d inside the disk as an independent two-dimensional homogeneous PPP Φ d = {x d } with spatial density λ d . The AP selects a DL user that is physically nearest to it as well as an UL user d distance away 2 from the DL user in a random direction of angle θ 3 [25] , [26] . The AP selects a DL user that is physically nearest to it. We use the terms "nearest DL user" and "scheduled DL user" interchangeably throughout the paper to refer to this user. Selection of a nearest user is necessary for an FD AP since transmitting very high power signals towards distant periphery users in order to guarantee a qualityof-service can cause overwhelming LI at the receive side of the AP [9] . Moreover, cell sizes have been shrinking progressively over generations of network evolution. Therefore in some next generation networks each user will be in the coverage area of an AP and can be considered as a nearest user [31] . As a benchmark comparison we also consider the random user selection (RUS) in Section V. Under RUS the AP randomly selects one of all candidate DL users with equal probability.
For a more realistic propagation model, we assume that the links experience both large-scale path loss effects and smallscale Rayleigh fading. For the large-scale path loss, we assume the standard singular path loss model, ℓ(x, y) = x − y −α , where α ≥ 2 denotes the path loss exponent and x−y is the Euclidean distance between two nodes. If y is at the origin, the index y will be omitted, i.e., ℓ(x, 0) = ℓ(x). In order to facilitate the analysis, we now set up a polar coordinate system in which the origin is at the AP and the scheduled DL user is at x d = (r, 0). Therefore, we have ℓ(x u ) = (r 2 + 2 The link distance d can also be random without affecting the main conclusions, since we can always derive the results by first conditioning on d and then averaging over d. The fixed inter user distance assumption can be shown to preserve the integrity of conclusions even with random transmit distances. 3 Since UL/DL users simultaneously use the same channel resources (due to FD operation), a separation distance between the users is required in order to avoid inter-user interference effects. This distance is ensured by an appropriate scheduling algorithm, which selects UL/DL users with a distance higher than d. In our setup, we study a worst-case scenario where users are located in the smallest allowed distance as this scenario serves as a useful guideline for practical FD network design. Parametrization in terms of the inter user UL/DL distance has also been adopted by some of the existing papers [20] , [30] . 
In the following, we will need the exact knowledge of the spatial distribution of the ℓ(x u ) in terms of r and θ. Since we assume that nearest DL user is scheduled for downlink transmission, x d denotes the distance between the AP and the nearest DL user. Therefore, the probability distribution function (pdf) of the nearest distance x d for the homogeneous PPP Φ d with intensity λ d is given by [32] .
Moreover, angular distribution is uniformly distributed over [0 2π] i.e., f θ (θ) = 1/2π.
A. Signal Model
We assume that the AP transmits with power P a and let s a be its transmitted data symbol with E |s a | 2 = 1. The transmitted data symbol s a is mapped onto the antenna array elements by the beamforming w t ∈ C n d ×1 with w t = 1. It is worth mentioning that the scheduled UL user, located at x u , is served by receive antennas from AP at the same time, and it lacks coordination with concurrent active DL users. Therefore, the received signal for the scheduled DL user is given by
where h ad ∈ C 1×n d denotes the small-scale fading for the link between the AP and the active DL user. The entries of h ad follow identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) CN (0, 1). P u is the transmit power of the UL user, h ud denotes the channel for the UL-DL user link, s u is the source symbol satisfying E |s u | 2 = 1. z d is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) at the DL user receiver with
From (2) the receive signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the scheduled DL user is given by
where g ud = |h ud | 2 is the channel gain for the link between the UL and DL user.
On the other hand, with the linear receiver vector w r ∈ C 1×nu , the received signal at the AP is given by
where h ua ∈ C nu×1 denotes the small-scale fading between the scheduled UL user and AP, H aa ∈ C nu×n d is the channel matrix between the transmit and receive arrays which represents the LI [4] . We model the LI channel with Rayleigh flat fading which is a well accepted model in the literature [3] , [4] . In this model, the strong line-of-sight component of the LI channel is estimated and removed during the cancellation process employed at the AP. Therefore, the residual interference is mainly affected by the Rayleigh fading component of the loopback channel and its strength is proportional to the level of suppression achieved by the adopted specific cancellation method. Since each implementation of a particular analog/digital LI cancellation scheme can be characterized by a specific residual power, the elements of H aa can be modeled as i.i.d. CN (0, σ 2 aa ) random variables (RVs). This parameterization allows these effects to be studied in a generic way. Also, z a is AWGN vector at the AP with E z a z † a = σ 2 n I. Invoking (4), the resulting SINR expression at the AP can be computed as
In the next section, we consider different schemes for w t and w r and characterize the system performance using the UL and DL average sum rate given by R
where We finally address the problem of joint optimal design of transmit and receive precoders at the AP for maximizing the average UL and DL sum rate.
III. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, the UL and DL average sum rates provisioned under different transmit-receive precoding schemes are evaluated and new expressions are derived 5 . We then consider 4 Joint optimization of receive and transmit precoding vectors under the condition wrHaawt = 0 is another ZF approach that can be studied. However, we leave it as future work since already MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) or ZF (rx) /MRT (tx) can eliminate LI. 5 Note that the rate achieved by a DL user outside the cell radius Rc is zero.
the more general problem of joint transmit-receive precoder design at the AP for the sum-rate maximization problem.
Before proceeding into the derivation of the average sum rates for the specific schemes, it is useful to note that for a nonnegative random variable X, since E {X} = ∞ t=0
Pr(X > t)dt, the average achievable rate can be written as
where F SINR i (z) = 1−Pr(SINR i ≥ z) is the cdf of SINR i with i ∈ {a, d}, and ǫ t = 2 t − 1. Therefore, the average achievable rate can be calculated from the cdf of the corresponding SINR.
A. MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) Scheme
MRC processing for UL signals combined with MRT processing for the DL signals (MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) ) is the optimal transmit-receive diversity technique in the sense that it maximizes the SNR [33] . Although MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) processing is not optimal in presence of LI, it is favored in HD systems, because of its ability to balance the performance and system complexity.
With MRT processing, precoding vector is given by w
The MRC processing combines all the signals received from each antenna at the receive side of the AP. Mathematically, the combining vector can be expressed as w
hua . Therefore, the corresponding SINRs for the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme becomes
We now proceed to derive the cdfs of the SINRs given in (8a) and (8a) so that the spatial capacity can be evaluated using (7) . Evaluation of R a : In order to determine the cdf of SINR a in (8a) the distribution of the RV w
huah ad needs to be found. Note that the exact cdf expression of this RV valid for any n d /n u is cumbersome to obtain in closed-form. As such, we consider now several cases as follows:
Case-1) n u = 1, n d ≥ 1: In this case the numerator in (8a) reduces to P u ℓ(x u )g ua where g ua |h ua | 2 is an exponential distributed RV. Before proceeding, we need the cdf of P a h aa w MRT t 2 , which can be written as
where h aa ∈ C 1×n d , Φ t is an unitary matrix andĥ aa = h aa Φ t . In (9) , the second equality is due to the eigen-decomposition 6 . Let us denote g aa |ĥ aa,1 | 2 . Since the elements of h aa are i.i.d. CN (0, σ 2 aa ) RVs, g aa is an exponential RV with parameter σ 2 aa . Therefore, the denominator in (8a) depends of the LI channel h aa . On the contrary the numerator of (8a) only 6 Note that wt is a n d × 1 normalized column vector and has rank 1.
depends on the UL user to AP link which is independent of the LI channel. Hence, the numerator and the denominator in (8a) are independent. Therefore the SINR a cdf can be written as
With the aid of the pdfs for r and θ in (1), we can express
By making the variable change θ = arccos
the integrand of (11) for α = 2n, n = 1, 2, · · · can be written as f (y) =
. To proceed, we convert the integral over y into a complex integral over Z. By considering a positively oriented simple closed contour C such that f (Z) is analytic everywhere in the finite plane except for a finite number of singular points interior to C and using the fact C f (Z)dZ = 2πi Res Z=0
where Res Z=Z k (·) represents the residue at Z k , after some manipulations, (11) can be expressed as
where
. In general, the double integral in (12) does not admit a simple analytical solution for an arbitrary value of α. However, the cdf can be straightforwardly evaluated using numerical integration. By substituting (11) into (7), after some manipulations, the exact average capacity of the UL user can be written as
The following propositions characterize R a for the interference-limited scenario with σ 2 n = 0 and the special cases with 7 α = 2 and α = 4.
Proposition 1. The spatial average rate of the UL user in
Case-1 for α = 2 is given by
7 Note that α = 2 and α = 4 correspond to free space propagation and typical rural areas, respectively, and constitute useful bounds for practical propagation conditions where Γ(·) is the Gamma function [28, Eq. (8. 
Next, by using Lemma 1, and plugging (15) into (7), after some algebraic manipulation, the desired result in (14) can be obtained.
Before proceeding further, we present the following lemma, which will be used to establish an upper bound on the achievable rate of the UL user for α = 4.
Lemma 2. The cdf of SINR a for α = 4 is lower bounded as
Proof: See Appendix B.
Proposition 2. For α = 4, the spatial average rate of the UL user is upper bounded by
Proof: By substituting the lower bound of F SINRa (·) from Lemma 2 into (7), and applying the transformation y = 2 t −1, an upper bound for the average rate of the UL user can be expressed as
where the integral, I 1 can be expressed [34, Eq. (17) ] in terms of the tabulated Meijer G-function as Case-2) n d = 1, n u > 1: In this case, the cdf of SINR a can be expressed as
where γ ua = P u ℓ(x u ) h ua 2 and γ aa = P a
huah ad with h aa ∈ C nu×1 . Moreover, F γaa (·) and f γua (·) denote the cdf and the pdf of the γ aa and γ ua , respectively. In the sequel, we first derive the expressions for F γaa (·) and f γua (·), then use these expressions to derive the F SINRa (z).
It is easy to show that γ ua follows central chi-square distribution with 2n u degrees-of-freedom 8 whose pdf is given by [36] 
Before deriving the cdf of γ aa , we first note that γ aa can be written as
where U is unitary matrix, Y = |hua,1|
2 nu i=1 |hua,i| 2 , Z = P a λ max , and λ max is the largest eigenvalue of the Wishart matrix h aa h † aa . Here, the second equality is due to the eigendecomposition. It is well known that λ max ∼ χ 2 2nu [37] and Y follows a beta distribution with shape parameters 1 and n u −1, which is denoted as Y ∼ Beta(1, n u − 1) [36] . Accordingly, the cdf of γ aa , can be found as 8 In what follows, we will use the notation x ∼ χ 2 2K to denote x that is chi-square distributed with 2K degrees-of-freedom. Now, by substituting (20) and (22) into (19), we have
Evaluation of (23) is difficult. In order to circumvent this challenge, a common approach adopted in the performance analysis literature is to neglect the AWGN term. Therefore, by using [35, Eq. (2.24.3.1)] (23) can be evaluated as
Proposition 3. The average rate of the UL user in the interference-limited case can be expressed as
R a = λ d Γ(n u ) ∞ 0 Rc 0 2π 0 re −λ d πr 2 (25) × G 22 33 P u P a 1 ǫ t (r 2 + d 2 − 2rd cos θ) α 2 1 − n u , 1, n u 1, n u , 0 dθdrdt.
Proof:
The proof is straightforward and follows from the definition of R a .
Evaluation of R d : In order to derive a general expression for the R d , according to (7), we need to obtain the cdf of SINR d in (8b), which can be written as
Note that in our system model the randomness of the I d,u is due to the fading power envelope g ud . As such, F SINR d (z) can be re-expressed as
Plugging (27) into (7) and using the identity [28, Eq. (8.356. 3)], exact average rate of the DL user can be written as 
Proof: For σ 
Now, using [34, Eq. (26) ] the desired result in (29) is obtained.
In order to gain more insight into the system parameters, we study the special case of α = 2 which allows a closed-form solution, given by 
Proposition 4. The average rate of the DL user in the interference-limited case can be expressed as
Proof: The achievable rate R d can be written as
where f SINR d (z) denotes the pdf of the SINR d in (8b). Taking the first order derivative of (29) 
The above integral can be evaluated by expressing ln(·) in terms of a Meijer G-function [35, Eq. (8.4.6.5)] and then using [34, Eq. (21) ] to yield (32).
Remark 2. R d is a monotonically increasing function of n d . This can be explained by first noting that Q(a, x) = Γ(a, x)/Γ(a) is a decreasing function of x, whose range is from 1 (at x = 0) to 0 (at x → ∞). Also, it can be readily checked that Q(a, x) = Q(a + 1, x) − e −x x a /Γ(a + 1) which results in Q(a + 1, x) > Q(a, x) for x > 0. Combining these results together with the fact that Q(a, x) has only one turning point at x = a − 1, we conclude that the area under the curve of Q(a, x) is increased when a is increased.
It is worth noting that for the special case of n d = 1, the numerator in (8b) becomes exponentially distributed. Hence, by using the similar approach as in the proof of Lemma 2, the cdf of SINR d can be written as
Accordingly, substituting (34) into (7), we can compute the average rate of the DL user, using the following Corollary.
Corollary 4.
For the special case of n d = 1, the spatial average rate of the DL user in the interference-limited case can be expressed as
where Ψ t is an unitary matrix,ĥ ad = Ψ t h ad andh ad is a (n d − 1) × 1 vector. Note that in (42) the first equality holds because Π ⊥ wr Haa is idempotent and the second equality is due to the eigen-decomposition. Hence,
. By comparing (40b) and (8b) one can readily check that by replacing n d with n d − 1 in (29), the SINR d cdf, for the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme, is obtained.
Evaluation of R a : By substituting (41) into (7) the spatial average rate of the UL user can be written as
Evaluation of R d : Since the cdf of the received SINR at the DL user with the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme can be extracted from Proposition 4. Therefore, the average rate of the DL user under interference-limited case can be readily obtained by replacing n d with n d − 1 in (32) to yield
Remark 2 indicates that DL transmission of MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme exhibits an inferior performance compared to the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme in terms of both outage probability and average rate of the DL user. This is intuitive, since the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) allocates one degree-of-freedom for LI cancellation at the transmit side of the AP.
C. ZF (rx) /MRT (tx) Scheme
As an alternative scheme we consider MRT with w
is used for transmit and optimize w r based on the ZF criterion. Note that to ensure that ZF can completely null the LI, the AP should equipped with n u > 1 receive antennas. In this case, the received SINR at the DL user is given by (8b). Furthermore, it is easy to show that SINR a cdf can be obtained as (41) by replacing n u with n u − 1. The achievable UL and DL average sum rate can be easily derived as in the case of the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme and is omitted for the sake of brevity.
D. Optimal Solution With the Optimal Linear Receiver
In this subsection, our main objective is to jointly design transmit and receive precoders so that the system achievable sum rate is maximized. Specifically, the general sum rate maximization problem can be formulated as max
Therefore, in order to solve (45), it remains to perform a onedimensional optimization with respect to the variable t.
E. Comparison of the Proposed Schemes
Here, we provide a brief discussion on the implementation complexity of the four proposed schemes, in terms of the amount of channel state information (CSI) required for their operation and computational complexity. In practice, the acquisition of CSI involves additional signaling overhead for channel estimation, which must be considered in the design of wireless systems. On the other hand, if a large amount of CSI is available at the transmitting node, more sophisticated transmission schemes could be designed to improve the transmission efficiency and to achieve a better performance. The MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme has the lowest CSI requirement of the four, since it only needs the CSI knowledge of the UL and DL channels. On the other hand, the remaining three schemes additionally require the CSI knowledge of the LI channel. The computational complexity of the optimal solution is much higher than the other three methods as it involves inversion of the (high-dimension) matrices and solving a SDP problem. Since one-dimensional optimization along t is required, (52) needs to be solved N times, where N is the number of quantization point on t if an exhaustive search along t is performed. Then with each t, solving (52) requires running time of O(n 
IV. BASELINES FOR COMPARISON
In this section, in order to obtain more insight, and support our average sum rate results, we derive a tight upper bound for the UL and DL average sum rate in case of n d = n d = 1. Moreover, we consider the sum rate of the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme with large receive antennas due to the recent interest on massive MIMO technology with low complexity linear combining. We also investigate the average sum rates due to the HD mode of operation as a baseline reference for comparison with the FD counterpart.
A. Dual-Antenna AP
Consider the special case of n u = n d = 1. In order to facilitate a closed-form analysis, we neglect the effect of LI at the AP and internode interference at the DL user. The cdf of the SNR a for α = 2 can be derived as
Therefore, by using (7), an upper bound on the average rate of the UL user is
Similarly, by neglecting the term
Hence, the UL user average rate is upper bounded as
It is worthwhile to point out that the corresponding outage probability of the UL and DL transmission with n u = n d = 1 can be determined by substituting z = γ th into (54) and (56), respectively.
B. MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) Scheme With a Large Receive Antenna Array
In the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme LI plays a major role to limit the performance. Motivated by this and the developments in the area of massive MIMO [40] , we now consider the case of large receive array as a simple way of removing the effect of LI [13] . It is interesting to observe that for any finite n d , as n u grows large, the channel vectors of the desired signal and the LI become nearly orthogonal. Therefore, the MRC receiver can act as an orthogonal projection of the LI [13] . Note that from (5), the received SINR at the AP can be written as
where h ai is the ith column of H aa (i.e.,
and w ti is the ith element of w t . Then from the law of large numbers for the asymptotic large n u regime, we have
where a.s.
− − → denotes the almost sure convergence. As a result, the LI can be reduced significantly by scaling the AP transmit power with n u together with the MRC receiver. Hence, the average sum rate for the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme with asymptotic large n u regime can be expressed as
where (32) (after replacing P a with P a /n u ) provides an expression for the first expectation term in the interferencelimited case. Moreover, the right hand side expectation term is given by (43).
C. Half-Duplex Mode
In this subsection, we compare the performance of the HD and FD modes of operation at the AP. In the HD mode of operation, AP employs orthogonal time slots to serve the UL and DL user, respectively. In order to keep our comparisons fair, we consider "antenna conserved" (AC) and "RF-chain conserved" (RC) scenarios which are adopted in the existing literature [7] . Under AC condition, the total number of antennas used by the HD AP and FD AP are kept identical. However, the number of RF chains employed by the HD AP is higher than that of the FD AP [7] and hence former system would be a costly option. Under RC condition, the total number RF chains used HD and FD modes are kept identical. Therefore, in DL (or UL) transmission, the HD AP only uses n d (or n u ) antennas under the RC condition, while it uses n d + n u antennas under the AC condition.
The average sum rate under the RC condition, using the weight vector w Under the AC condition, the average achievable rate can be expressed as Using (43) with change of variables, the second expectation of (61) and (62) can be obtained. Moreover, after some algebraic derivations, we get
where i ∈ {RC, AC} and under RC and AC conditions n t = n d and n t = n d + n u , respectively. We end this section with the following remarks. In general, the corresponding SNRs for DL and UL transmissions in HD mode are larger than those of in FD mode. However, although HD mode does not induce LI and internode interference, it imposes a pre-log factor δ on the spectral efficiency. Since, most of the results contain Meijer G-functions, a direct comparison of the average sum rate of the FD and HD modes is challenging. Nevertheless, let us consider the achievable rate region of both FD and HD modes. The rate region frontiers can be found by sweeping δ over the full range of [0, 1], while total energy of the AP and UL user for FD and HD modes are the same. From (61) and (62) we observe that the achievable rate region of the HD mode is a linear decreasing function of δ. On the other hand, by modeling the FD network as a two-user interference channel as in [41] , frontier of the achievable rate region of R a and R d (defined in (6)) through the power levels of δP a and (1 − δ)P u , are convex (concave in case of MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme with high LI strength) [41] with the same extremity points in the frontiers as HD system. This observation indicates that with the ideal choice of the linear processing scheme as well as the time fraction, the potential gains of the FD mode over the HD mode can be always exploited.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we evaluate the system performance and elucidate the effect of system parameters on achievable UL and DL average sum rate. Specifically, we compare the performance of different precoding schemes investigated in Section III in terms of the achievable sum rate. Unless otherwise stated, the value of network parameters are: α = 2, R c = 200 m, and λ d = 1 × 10 −3 node/m 2 . The state-of-the-art work has demonstrated that LI can be significantly suppressed via a combination of various analog and digital techniques [5] . As such, the typical values of 0.01 (−20 dB) and 0.1 (−10 dB) for σ 2 aa , are used in the simulations. Moreover, with curves shown in Figs. 5-9, we assume that the total power of the AP and UL user for FD and HD modes are the same. The curves in Figs. 2-9 were plotted using the developed analytical expressions in Section III except in the cases for MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) (with n d , n u > 1) and optimal where we have used simulations.
A. Effect of Resource Allocation
In Fig. 2 we compare the UL and DL average sum rate as a function of δ for the FD and HD modes of operation and for two different values of σ aa . Here, n d = n u = 1 is used for FD operation and also the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme is studied for the HD-AC mode. The total energy consumption for both the FD and HD modes is the same and we plot the UL and DL average sum rate for two different power constraints (P a , P u ) = (25 dB, 25 dB) (symmetric) and (P a , P u ) = (25 dB, 12 dB) (asymmetric), respectively. In particular, numerical results lead to the following conclusions: 1) As expected, the UL and DL average sum rate under the RC condition is worse than those of other cases. 2) In the asymmetric case, FD operation outperforms HD within the practical range of δ. However, in the symmetric case, HD-AC condition achieves the best performance even for σ aa = 0.01.
3) It is clear that the symmetric case is more vulnerable to the strength of the LI.
In Fig. 3 , we plot the UL and DL average sum rate of the FD and conventional HD system versus self LI channel gain σ users, while the average sum rate is maximized 9 . Fig. 3 depicts that with appropriate choice of δ, the FD mode outperforms its HD counterpart as long as the LI is sufficiently canceled. Note that in case of MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) , δ is decreased as σ 2 aa is increased, while in other cases δ is constant. This is intuitive, since the uplink average rate is degraded when the LI strength is intensified. Therefore, to guarantee the fairness δ must be decreased which lowers the residual LI power at AP (i.e., δP a w r H aa w t 2 ) and consequently increases the SINR. Fig. 4 shows the UL and DL average sum rate versus P a for the nearest DL user (to the AP) and UL user for n d = n u = 1, σ 2 aa = 0.1 and d = 25 m. The UL and DL average sum rate of the RUS scheme is also included as a benchmark comparison. Moreover, the upper bound is plotted using (55) and (57) with P u = 10 dB for the nearest UL user and the DL user, respectively. We see that the analytical bound provides a very tight bound on the UL and DL average sum rate. Furthermore, as expected, we see that the nearest user selection (NUS) scheme outperforms the RUS scheme.
B. Effect of Internode Interference and LI
We investigate the impact of internode interference and LI on the average sum rate of the system taking into account two scenarios based on d and σ 2 aa as follows: First, the internode distance is increased, while the LI power level is kept constant at −20 dB (σ 2 aa = 0.01). Fig. 5 plots the average sum rate against distance d between the UL and DL user achieved by the FD and HD modes of operation and for different precoding schemes. Here, n d = n u = 5 antennas are deployed at AP and two different power constraint are considered. Results not shown here for HD-RC showed an inferior performance as compared to the HD-AC case.
• It can be seen that for large d, the average sum rate of the FD mode is higher than that of the HD mode. The effect of large d on the sum rate is visible as the internode interference effect becomes weak a performance gain of up to twice (for σ 2 aa = 0) that of the HD mode can be obtained.
• Observe that there clearly is an optimal location for UL user placement around its corresponding DL user for maximizing the sum rate of each precoding design at FD mode of operation. At this optimal point, both DL and UL transmission are fairly supported by the AP, whereas the internode interference is not overwhelming. Nevertheless, in the case of the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme, under the symmetric power constraint the HD mode outperforms the FD mode at this optimum location.
• We observe that FD transmission with the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme can significantly increase the achievable UL and DL sum rate. However, as d increases, the curves for the FD mode intersect and the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme surpasses the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme. This trend can be justified by noting that the effect of DL transmission for this simulation setup is more dominant than the UL transmission. We recall that when d is increased or P u is decreased (i.e., the asymmetric power constraint case) SINR a is degraded for both the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) and MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) precoding schemes. On the other hand, since the MRT precoder is optimal in sense of maximizing the SINR d , it is not surprising that MRT precoder attains a better performance than that of the ZF.
Next, we fix the distance between the UL and DL users to be d = 25 m and let the LI power increase from −30 dB to 20 dB. In Fig. 6 we plot the average sum rate gain, which is defined as G(FD, HD i ) = (R to be limited when compared with the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme. This is due to the fact that, when LI is substantially suppressed, the same SINR yields at the AP for both schemes. As such, both schemes achieve a similar average rate in the UL channel. On the other hand, since MRT processing is the optimum precoder for SNR maximization in absence of the interference, the received SINR at the scheduled DL user (and consequently the DL user average rate) is slightly higher than that of the ZF precoder. Moreover, we observe that when σ 2 aa increases, the average sum rate gain of the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme decreases. The sum rate gain loss is more pronounced, when σ 2 aa ≥ −15 dB, as for σ 2 aa ≥ −10 dB the HD-AC mode outperforms the FD mode (for asymmetric power case, please see Fig. 7.) . Now, comparing the optimal scheme and other precoding schemes, we see that, as expected the optimal design can achieve respectively, up to 37% and 47% average sum rate gains in comparison with HD-AC and HD-RC schemes in all LI regimes. Note that depending on transmit powers and LI strength, the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme is preferred over the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) design and vice versa. The critical factor is the LI level. If all other factors are fixed, the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme always outperforms the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme if σ . Fig. 7 shows the UL and DL average sum rate versus the transmit power, where the AP transmit power level is twice that of the UL user, i.e., we consider asymmetric power case. We compare the FD and HD modes for different levels of LI. Here n d = n u = 5 antennas are deployed at the AP and d is set to be 25 m. We also plot the curves for the UL and DL average sum rate of the interference-limited FD mode with the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme, as a performance upper bound. As expected, it can be seen that this upper bound is inversely proportional to the average strength of the LI channel. Moreover, when transmit power is increased, the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) sum rate saturates to the corresponding upper bound, and reconfirms the correctness of our analysis. This observation simply means that the LI cancellation mechanism should be highly effective in the FD mode to compete against the HD. 
C. Effect of Antenna Number and Configuration
We consider the influence of transmit/receive antenna number and also the antenna configuration at the FD AP on the achievable UL and DL sum rate. Fig. 8 compares the transmission rates for FD and HD AP in the cases of fixed internode interference and LI power level as a function of the number of transmit/receive antenna at the AP. As expected for severe LI conditions, since ZF precoder can completely cancel the LI, the relative performance gap between the MRC (rx) /ZF (tx) scheme and the other schemes is notable. In particular, the relative gap between the FD and HD curves gradually increases when the number of antennas increases. This observation reveals that deployment of large number of antennas is beneficial to the performance. The UL and DL average sum rate of the optimal precoder design is also plotted for completeness of comparison. It can be seen that optimal precoder yields the best performance among all schemes. Fig. 9 shows the UL and DL average sum rate versus transmit power for the MRC (rx) /MRT (tx) scheme for an asymmetric power allocation case, i.e., P a = 2P u . We compare the FD and HD modes for four different transmit/receive antenna pairs: [n d , n u ] ∈ {[1, 1], [2, 1] , [1, 2] , [2, 2] }. We also included the benchmark performance achieved by interferencelimited assumption for the first three antenna pairs. This results implies that the achievable rate given by Proposition 1, Proposition 4, and (25) are good predictors of the system's sum rate. An interesting observation that can be extracted from Fig. 9 is that, increasing the receive antenna number at the FD AP is more beneficial to the UL and DL average sum rate than increasing the number of transmit antenna elements. For example, the relative performance gain of [1, 2] scheme over [1, 1] is more than that of [2, 1] scheme over [1, 1] , especially at high transmit power levels of > 25 dB. As noted before, this can be explained by the fact that by doubling the number of transmit/receive antenna number at the AP, the numerator of SINR a (8a) and SINR d (8b) is increased in the same proportions. However, by doubling the n d , the LI at AP is boosted, leading to a decrease in SINR a and consequently in the average sum rate. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The performance of a wireless network scenario in which a multiple antenna equipped FD AP communicates with spatially random single-antenna user nodes in the UL and DL channels simultaneously has been analyzed. In particular, we considered precoding schemes based on the principles of MRC, MRT and ZF and studied the system performance in terms of the UL and DL average sum rate. Further, we have considered the problem of optimal precoding design for the UL and DL sum rate maximization and reformulated the problem as a SDP, which can be efficiently solved. Analysis and simulation results demonstrated the superiority of the optimal precoding scheme over the MRC/MRT and MRC/ZF schemes. We further studied the effect of resource allocation, LI and internode interference, and antenna configuration on the system sum rate. We found that the MRC/MRT scheme can offer a higher UL and DL average sum rate compared to the MRC/ZF scheme, when the LI is significantly canceled or the internode interference is weak enough, and vice versa. Furthermore, we observed that the performance gap between the FD and HD modes can be further increased by deploying more transmit/receive antennas at the AP. As for future research work, the performance gains due to FD transmission in setups such as heterogeneous network architectures with mixed FD/HD mode operation, cooperative relaying and MIMO may be characterized to further establish the viability of the usage of FD terminals. With the help of [28, Eq. (3.661.4)], and making the change of variable r 2 = υ, we obtain 
To the best of our knowledge, the integral in (65) 
A change of variable √ υ 2 +2bυ+ c = υt + √ c, and after some manipulations, (66) can be expressed as
Finally, using [29, Eq. (5.8.
2)], we arrive at the desired result given in (15) .
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Following (11), the F SINRa (z) corresponding to α = 4 and σ By using [28] , the inner integral can be obtained as 
